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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, we present a distributed reinforcement learning framework for wind farm
energy capture maximization using yaw control, also known as wake steering. Specifically, we
propose a variant of the Q-Learning algorithm with a reward signal based on the aggregated
power levels of nearby turbines to achieve non-greedy turbine agent behavior. This algorithm
establishes a framework for a closed-loop wind farm control approach that uses a simple
control-oriented model to develop an approximation of the optimal control actions, and then
adapts to the environment, using a combination of model-based and model-free, data-driven
concepts to optimize wind farm energy production. We evaluate various implementations
of the Q-Learning algorithm to evaluate the most computationally efficient and consistent
method to train the agents so as to operate optimally in the field, as well as adapt the
algorithm to operate in a turbulent wind input environment. Using these concepts we develop
a complete RL framework for energy maximization. Additionally, we also describe our
modifications to a widely used steady-state wind farm simulation package to approximate
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Wind farms extract energy from the wind and convert it to electrical energy. When mul-
tiple wind turbines operate together in a wind farm, the energy extracted from the upstream
wind creates a wake that propagates downstream. Turbines within this wake experience lower
wind speeds, and subsequently produce less power. Wind farm wake interactions create sev-
eral engineering challenges. For one, wake interactions can decrease the total production of
a wind farm, as “greedy” extraction of energy by upstream turbines can disproportionately
affect downstream turbines [1]. Because wind energy is a rapidly-growing field and is an
important carbon-free energy source, it is important to mitigate the adverse impacts of wake
interaction as much as possible so as to extract maximal energy from the wind [2].
There are a number of ideas in the literature to do this. Axial induction control is
often used to de-rate individual turbines in order to achieve power reserve maximization as
well as power reference tracking [3, 4]. Tilt control, as in [5, 6], involves tilting the rotor
plane forward or backward to deflect the slower moving wake above or below downstream
turbines, though existing MW-scale turbines are not capable of active tilt actuation. Finally,
a common method for achieving wind farm power maximization is through yaw misalignment,
or the intentional misalignment of upstream turbines with the prevailing wind direction to
deflect the wake laterally away from downstream turbines [7, 8].
Typically, yaw angle or axial control is accomplished by optimizing simulated wind farm
output using a wake velocity and deflection model, such as the FLOw Redirection and
Induction in Steady-state (FLORIS) [9] model and its optimization scheme. An example of
FLORIS output and an illustration of the wake interactions that necessitate wake steering
is shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: An illustration of the FLORIS simulation environment. In a configuration such
as this, upstream turbines create wakes that interfere with downstream turbines. Optimizing
wake steering can be accomplished by splitting the wind farm into groups based on wake
interaction, as will be addressed in this work (see Section 3.1.4).
Using steady state optimization methods like FLORIS can produce a (typically fixed)
lookup table (LUT) based on wind farm parameters like wind speed and direction, as in
[10]. This LUT contains information about optimal turbine yaw angles for a given wind
speed and wind direction. However, this method presumes that the model is sufficiently
accurate to characterize the turbines, wakes, and environment. Modeling inaccuracies could
therefore cause significant issues for an “open-loop” LUT relying on this assumption. In
addition to LUT-based methods, other model-based real-time optimization approaches have
been proposed. However, these methods are still susceptible to modeling inaccuracy. One
solution is to implement model-free control methods such as the game-theory based approach
described in [11] that can dynamically adjust to wind farm conditions. The method in [11]
reduces the computational complexity of the wind farm optimization problem by treating
wind turbines as agents that aim to optimize a local reward function and does not require
dependency on models, but it also either assumes steady-state conditions and instantaneous
wake propagation, or it requires large time delays to allow the wake to propagate through the
entire wind farm. Gebraad, et al. [12] propose incorporating a time delay into a distributed
gradient-descent routine, which allows the algorithm to adjust in real-time to unpredictable
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errors and achieve faster convergence by only considering a turbine’s nearest downstream
neighbor. The approach in [12] successfully adapts a model-free agent-based control method
to a system with inherent time delays, but must re-converge every time wind conditions
change.
This thesis attempts to “close the loop” on the state-of-the-art yaw misalignment control
method of a model-derived LUT as in [10] by allowing for a dynamically updating yaw
angle schedule that can adapt to stochastic or nonlinear field conditions. In pursuit of
this objective we make use of reinforcement learning (RL), a subset of machine learning
focusing on training autonomous agents to operate effectively in an external environment.
The concept of agents, and their interactions with each other in a larger multiagent system
(MAS), has proved itself very valuable to a wide variety of fields through its ability to support
distributed artificial intelligence [13]. However, while RL has enjoyed much success in other
fields, it has not been applied in as much depth to the wind industry, although other machine
learning techniques such as neural networks have been studied [14]. Wei, et al. [15] used
reinforcement learning techniques to implement MPPT for a single turbine, Graf, et al. [16]
implemented a distributed alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) algorithm in
conjunction with RL to both find optimal turbine yaw angles and also predict wind condition
trends and adjust accordingly, and Vijayshankar, et al. [17] (in review) use a centralized
RL controller to control wind farm output to a desired level. References [18] and [19] also
propose a wind farm control strategies that, while dissimilar to the algorithm proposed in
this work, do prove the efficacy of data-driven control applications to wind applications.
Chapter 3 of this thesis builds on [15] and [16], extending [15]’s single turbine approach to
the wind farm case and adding time delay into a distributed RL algorithm like that proposed
in [16] to increase wind farm energy capture potential using dynamic learning methods.
This distributed approach will be less computationally complex than the centralized LUT
optimization, which will be described in Section 3.1.1, and thus will be easier to implement
in the field. This method is in preparation for publication [20].
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The algorithms described in this thesis account for wake delay propagation through bidi-
rectional communication between wind turbines. The proposed method is to use a simple
model-based approach that is focused on computational simplicity rather than high fidelity
to create a yaw angle schedule that is “good enough.” Then, a machine learning algorithm
adapted to a wake delayed environment modifies this schedule to accommodate for mod-
eling inaccuracies or unforeseen turbine failures. In this way the wind farm can adjust its
yaw angle schedule towards the “real world” optimal schedule with time and achieve field
improvements using data. We refer to the process that provides a starting yaw angle sched-
ule for the RL algorithm as the training phase and the real-time adjustment process as the
implementation phase.
Finally, Chapter 4 of this thesis will focus on enhancing the realism of the algorithm and
tuning it to operate in as realistic an environment as possible. Wind is a highly stochastic
natural phenomenon, and is very infrequently “well-behaved.” In order to move towards a
field-implementable design, we aim to show how this stochasticity and turbulence might be
addressed within the framework of the algorithm.
In short, in this thesis we aim to evaluate the use of distributed reinforcement learning to
improve wind farm energy capture compared to the “greedy” yaw misalignment approach.
In support of this objective, we will address several sub-criteria, such as the best training
algorithm, how a turbine could act in the presence of highly variable and stochastic wind
patterns and variations, how a turbine in the “real world” might modify its LUT to adapt
to changing wind or farm conditions, and how a turbine might behave in the presence of
turbulent wind. The results in this thesis extend the work begun in [21] and continued in
[20] (Chapter 3, in preparation). In [21] we demonstrated that an RL algorithm can be used
effectively in a wind farm context. Here we expand the investigation of its effectiveness,
considering various implementations of the Q-Learning algorithm and further clarify how a
Q-table could be used as a LUT.
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There are three major contributions of this thesis. In Chapter 2, we introduce a new,
dynamic version of the FLORIS software package that is capable of approximating dynamic
wake propagation behavior. In Chapter 3, we demonstrate that RL algorithm, specifically
Q-Learning, can theoretically work in an environment with time-delayed rewards such as
a wind field, meaning that the many advantages of RL control could apply to wind farm
control as well. In Chapter 4, we describe a general training/implementation framework that
incorporates turbulent wind conditions and that provides a framework for an algorithm that
could be implemented in a real wind field. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the results and




In order to evaluate the RL algorithm introduced in Chapter 1 and described in Chapter 3,
we use the FLORIS package developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory [22].
FLORIS is a controls-oriented wind farm simulation package that calculates the effects of
wind turbine yaw misalignment on farm power output and then generates static optimization
setpoints. This is accomplished through an analytical model that determines wind speed
velocity deficits at each point in the wind field. These deficits are then combined into a
base wind field to determine the steady-state waked wind field, with an individual turbine
calculating power based on the wind speed across its own rotor plane. Because the analytical
model includes yaw misalignment as a parameter, this velocity deficit changes with yaw angle,
thus allowing the effects of yaw angle changes on farm power to be observed.
Because FLORIS is a steady-state package that calculates wakes as they will appear
once they have propagated through the entire wind farm, it is not sufficiently capable for
developing and evaluating more realistic wind farm controllers that consider wake delay. In
this chapter we describe how we modified FLORIS to incorporate approximations of wake
delay times. This propagation delay adds additional complexity for the RL algorithm, since
when a turbine changes its yaw angle from 0◦ to some non-zero yaw angle, the short term
effect is a decrease in total farm power, but the long term effect is an increase. Therefore, in
order to fully test the RL algorithm that will be described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, and
in order to provide a model realistic enough to use in other control algorithms such as those
of [17] and [23], we describe here the modeling approach that we take to approximate these
dynamics, beginning with a brief discussion of the standard FLORIS software in Section 2.1.
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2.1 FLORIS Base Package
Before detailing the modifications that were made to fully examine the RL algorithm in
a realistic environment, we here first describe the base FLORIS package. The model that
is used for this work is the Gaussian model, which is described in detail in [24]. The wind
speed u at each x, y, and z in the wind field is given by [24]:







where C is the velocity deficit at the center of the yawing turbine’s wake, U∞ is the freestream
velocity, δ is the wake deflection, and σy and σz are the wake expansion terms in the y
and z directions. Equation 2.1 contains two terms. One term, U∞, refers to the base
farm wind speed, or the wind speed that would be present in the absence of any wakes.
This base wind speed is referred to as u initial. The second term in Equation 2.1 is
U∞Ce
−(y−δ)2/2σ2ye−(z−zh)
2/2σ2z , and refers to the wake deficit, which will be referred to as
u wake. Subtracting u wake from u initial produces the waked wind velocity for the entire
farm as a function of the spatial coordinates x, y, and z.
The parameters in Equation 2.1 are based on wind field properties and are detailed
further in [17], [25], [26], and [27]. For the purposes of this thesis, we need only to focus only
the general implementation of the FLORIS wake model, since we did not need to change
the wake deficit calculation. To this end, therefore, FLORIS behaves as follows. First, the
base, non-waked wind field (u initial). If heterogeneous wind speeds are being used, as
mentioned in Section 2.1.1, u initial will not be a constant as it is in Equation 2.1, but the
implementation will be identical. The u wake term is initialized to 0 for all x, y, and z. Next,
beginning with the most upstream turbine relative to the wind direction, FLORIS calculates
the wake contribution of each turbine to the wind field using the second term of Equation 2.1.
This wake contribution from an individual turbine is referred to as turb u wake. For each
turbine (again iterating through the wind farm upstream to downstream), turb u wake is
combined into u wake using sum of squares. Then, u initial−u wake is calculated for this
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new u wake value, the result of which is passed to the next turbine downstream for use in
its own calculation of turb u wake, as the new augmented flow field u initial − u wake
now includes the wake effects from the most upstream turbine. The next turbine then goes
through the same process, this time using the modified flow field from the previous step to
determine the wind speed across its own rotor plane, thus accounting for the wake of the
upstream turbine in its own calculations. This process continues until all turbines have an
accurate “understanding” of the wind speed across their respective rotor planes, assuming a
static model.
Once the wind velocities at each turbine have been determined, turbine power is calcu-






where ρ is air density, A is rotor swept area, U is local wind speed velocity (calculated using
the rotor plane wind speeds), Cp is a constant known as the power coefficient, γ is rotor yaw,
and pp is an empirically derived parameter that determines how quickly power is lost when
yawing. In this work, pp = 1.88 [28].
Before discussing how this process was modified, it is important to take note of several
aspects of the base FLORIS package. First and most importantly, FLORIS is a steady-
state simulation tool. Each turbine calculates its own contribution to the flow field in
terms of a wake deficit and combines it immediately into the wind field, meaning that any
changes to a turbine’s wake that result from, for example, a change in yaw angle, will take
effect immediately and will be “seen” by all other (downstream) turbines in the wind farm
right away. Since in reality such wake effects take time to propagate through the wind
farm, the modifications to the FLORIS package described in this thesis aim to make this
aspect of the simulation more realistic by incorporating wake propagation. Second, because
Equation 2.1 is a function of the spatial coordinates x, y, and z, it is possible to calculate
wind speeds for any point in the wind field. However, to achieve computational simplicity,
the simulation only keeps track of wind speeds at each turbine’s rotor plane unless needed for
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a visualization of the entire wind field. Because these are the only values that are needed to
calculate a turbine’s power output and because FLORIS is a static model, it is not necessary
to calculate the wind speed at every grid point unless finer resolution is desired. Finally,
FLORIS is a controls-oriented package and as such is designed specifically with simplicity
and computational efficiency in mind. To be broadly useful to the wind farm control research
community, any modifications made to the code must maintain this quality.
2.1.1 Quasi-Dynamic Simulation for Propagation Delay
To add a more realistic wake delay to meet our modelling objectives, we make several
additions to the code, thus creating a model that, while still relatively simple and controls-
oriented, is able to approximate dynamic wake behavior. Because this is only an approxi-
mation, the model is referred to as “quasi-dynamic”. This quasi-dynamic model was first
introduced in [21].
In order to approximate this dynamic behavior, we make use of Taylor’s frozen wake





with i and j representing two grid points in the wake field, tij,delay representing the time
it takes a given wake effect to reach j given that it originated at i, dij representing the
streamwise distance between i and j, and U∞ representing the mean wind speed, which will
be discussed in more detail in Section 2.1.4. Simply put, Taylor’s frozen wake hypothesis
assumes that wake effects travel at the mean speed of the wind field. Using Taylor’s frozen
wake hypothesis, it is possible to build an approximation of wake delay into FLORIS such
that a quasi-dynamic environment can be simulated [29]. Equation 2.3 has already been
used in conjunction with FLORIS to achieve model predictive control with the approxi-
mated dynamics, and the idea is here extended to integrate these dynamics into the turbine
calculations and wind field measurements [30].
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Using Equation 2.3, we are able to determine when each point in the wind field will
experience a given wind field change, provided we know the wind speed, where in the grid the
change is originating from, and the current time. However, as was mentioned in Section 2.1,
standard FLORIS simulations do not always require the wind speed to be known at every
grid point, although for some applications, it is useful to have a dynamically updating
wind field that tracks a vector of grid wind speeds [17]. As a result, two approaches are
taken to the wind field approximation. One, known as the “computational” approximation,
is intended to simply provide dynamically-approximated turbine power readings, with no
information about wind speeds between turbines being tracked. The other, referred to as
the “visualization” approximation, is more expensive but shows each grid point updating for
the purpose of allowing visualizations of the system. Both of these approximations make use
of buffers, or lists of simulation data that are tagged with a simulation time detailing when
they should go into effect. A general overview of the dynamic approximation compared to the
steady-state simulation is shown in Figure 2.1, while the two approximations are described
in Section 2.1.2 and Section 2.1.3.
Figure 2.1: Block diagram illustrating the quasi-dynamic FLORIS modifications. Both the
steady-state and the quasi-dynamic simulations begin by calculating the steady-state wind
conditions. However, in the case of the quasi-dynamic model, buffers act to gradually merge
the new steady-state values into the old wind field as time progresses.
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2.1.2 Computational Approximation
When it is sufficient to only track how wind farm power changes over time, it is likewise
sufficient to have buffers associated only with each turbine in the wind farm. There are, in
essence, three types of information that must be maintained by each buffer: wind speed, wind
direction, and wake effects. The first two are relatively straightforward. When the FLORIS
package detects that a new wind speed or wind direction has been passed into the model, it
uses Equation 2.3 to determine when that new wind speed or wind direction will reach each
turbine in the wind farm. Consider, for instance, two turbines spaced 100 m apart. If the
wind speed increases to 10 m/s, then the FLORIS software will determine that in 10 s (100
m / 10 m/s) the second turbine will experience a wind speed of 10 m/s assuming no wake
from the first turbine. This would be stored in the turbine’s wind speed buffer as a tuple
(10, t+ 10) with t representing the current simulation time. The process is the same for a
change in the wind direction, with the additional nuance that the distance between turbines
must be calculated in the streamwise direction relative to the old wind direction. During
the simulation, these buffers are used to provide a heterogeneous wind inflow to FLORIS.
Heterogeneous wind inflows are described in more detail in [31]; in our case they are used to
describe a wind speed/direction change that has only partially traveled through the farm.
This allows the base flow field u initial described in Section 2.1 to be calculated properly
before wakes are combined in.
The wake effect buffers serve a different purpose. Rather than being used to properly set
wind field parameters, each turbine maintains a buffer that determines which wake effects
(turb u wake deficits) it should experience at a given simulation time. Whenever a change
in the wind field occurs or a turbine initiates a yaw action, each turbine calculates its own
steady state contribution to the flow field. However, rather than using this to calculate
steady-state power, these deficits are instead tagged and sent to downstream turbines, again
using Equation 2.3 to determine the delay. In this way, using the information stored in its
buffer, and by comparing the simulation time to the buffer tagged time, a given turbine can
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incrementally incorporate wake effects from upstream turbines. This allows it to properly
update its own rotor plane wind velocity, which in turn means that its power output will
respond in a delayed manner relative to wind field and turbine changes upstream. This
process is depicted in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: A depiction of the computational approximation buffers. The variables in square
brackets below the turbines denote the wake and wind speed, respectively, that a turbine
is currently experiencing. The variables in parentheses above a turbine denote a buffered
wake and wind speed, with the timestamp coming last. In this scenario, the wind speed
changes from U∞ to U∞ + ui at time ti with the wind blowing from left to right. Initially,
as shown in the left pane, both turbines experience a wind sped of U∞, and the downwind
turbine experiences a wake due to the upwind turbine. When the wind speed changes, the
new steady-state conditions are for both turbines to see a wind speed of U∞ + ui, while
the downwind turbine sees a new wake wakei (indicated in the red text beneath the first
set of buffers). However, only the upwind turbine experiences these changes at first. The
downwind turbine continues with its old wake and wind speed, while the new wake and wind
speed are tagged with the timestamp ti+td,i, with td,i being the propagation delay calculated
using Equation 2.3
.
Figure 2.3 demonstrates the computational buffer in use to plot the wind farm power
response to a sequence of yaw angle changes. The yaw angles progressively move towards a
less “greedy” setting, or one that aims to maximize farm power rather than individual power.
In every case power initially decreases as the turbine yaws out of the wind but increases back
to the steady-state value when the deflected wake propagates.
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Figure 2.3: Results from the dynamic modifications to FLORIS. The upper subplot shows
the yaw angles of either Turbine 0 or Turbine 1 changing at 250 s increments. At each yaw
angle step, the wind farm total power first decreases, then increases as the deflected wake
reaches the next turbine downstream.
2.1.3 Visualization Approximation
The modifications as described in Section 2.1.2 are implemented only on a turbine level.
What this means is that wake effects “jump” from turbine to turbine without intermediate
wake effects being calculated in the space between turbines. However, in order to observe
these intermediate effects and to also (if desired) return the wind speed at every grid point
at every simulation time step, a higher resolution buffer is also implemented. This buffer
operates on a grid point level as opposed to a turbine level, and keeps track of every grid point
for every simulation step. The specific details of the buffer implementation are described
in the dynamic FLORIS code package.1 The visualization approximation is in actuality a
“shell” that is wrapped around the computational approximation, displaying information
that is not needed if power calculation is the only goal. As a result, both systems of buffers
must operate simultanesouly if a more intricate visualization is required. Results from the
computational and visualization approximations and their relationship are demonstrated in
Figure 2.4.
1This code package will be published once approved by NREL.
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Figure 2.4: A demonstration of the dynamic FLORIS model. In this scenario, the wind
speed changes from 8 m/s to 10 m/s at time t=10 s (note that this change is more sudden
than would be experienced in the field, and is chosen for illustration purposes). As the
propagating wave front reaches a turbine, that turbine’s power increases. Eventually, the
dynamic power will converge to the steady-state power. The computational buffers are used
to generate the upper plot, while the visualization buffers are used to generate the flow field
in the lower plot.
2.1.4 Mean Wind Speed
Equation 2.3 includes a U∞ term that represents mean wind speed. The importance of this
term will be fully explained in Chapter 4, when turbulent inflow conditions are introduced.
However, in order to understand fully why the mean wind speed is used in the equation
instead of whatever the current wind speed happens to be, it is necessary to describe one
nuance of the quasi-dynamic FLORIS buffering system. As discussed in Section 2.1.2 and
Section 2.1.3, wake effects are timestamped and added to the buffers of downstream grid
points/turbines. However, if there were already any wake effects in the buffer, any wake
effects that were tagged with a simulation time later than that which is being added to the
buffer are removed. This is illustrated in Figure 2.5.
This is an important consideration, as when the wind inputs become more turbulent, if
wind buffer entries are allowed to propagate at whatever the wind speed was when they came
into existence, downwind turbines will only experience wind speeds in the upper portion of
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Figure 2.5: A depiction of the buffer overwrite, motivating the need for mean wind speed
propagation. In this scenario, the wind speed changes to U∞+uk immediately after changing
to U∞ + uj. This scenario picks up after Figure 2.4, so the downwind turbine experiences
wakei and U∞+ui. If uk >> uj, then if propagation delays are calculated with the turbulent
wind speeds U∞ + uj and U∞ + uk, then tk + td,k << tj + td,j. This means that the wake
effect due to the second wind speed change moves to the front of the buffer and removes the
old, slower wind speed that is now behind it.
the wind speed spectrum, as it is these higher wind speeds that supersede the slower wind
speeds in the buffer. This effect is shown in Figure 2.6. This is not desired, as many of
these turbulent wind speeds are eddies that still travel downwind at the mean wind speed.
Therefore, the mean wind speed U∞ is used as the propagation wind speed.
2.2 Applications of the Quasi-Dynamic FLORIS Simulator
As will be shown in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the FLORIS modifications described here
provide an effective environment in which to test the RL algorithm. However, there are other
use cases for the model. In [17], what is here referred to as the visualization approximation is
used to output a vector of wind speed measurements at every point in the grid. This vector
is used as the state measurement to a centralized RL algorithm that achieves automatic
generation control (AGC), in contrast to the RL algorithm in this thesis which is distributed
and focuses on power maximization. Additionally, [23] uses the dynamic FLORIS model,
particularly its dynamic wind direction calculations, to verify a network-based approximation
of grid wind speeds. Because the quasi-dynamic model has maintained the simpilicty and
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Figure 2.6: A demonstration of incorrect wind speed propagation behavior. The wind inflow
in this example as a 8 m/s mean with 5% turbulence intensity (see Section 4.1 for more
detailed information about turbulent wind inflows). As depicted in Figure 2.5, using the
incorrect wind speed to calculate wake delays in the quasi-dynamic model leads to only
higher wind speeds showing up at the downwind turbines. This motivates the use of the
mean wind speed as opposed to the instantaneous, noisy wind speed.
controls-oriented nature of the base FLORIS package, it should provide an effective tool to
both design and verify time-based control strategies for wind farms for a wide variety of
problems that might be encountered by wind farm control researchers.
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CHAPTER 3
REINFORCEMENT LEARNING AND STEPWISE CONSTANT WIND
Having described the quasi-dynamic simulation environment in Chapter 2, we now turn
to describing the RL algorithm that was introduced in Chapter 1. In addition to describing
the general outline of the algorithm, this chapter will also consider more specific design
considerations that will be used in Chapter 4 to assemble a start-to-finish algorithm that
begins with a simple dynamic FLORIS training environment and ends with a distributed,
adaptive wind farm power maximization scheme. The results in this chapter are based on
[21].
3.1 Reinforcement Learning and Wake Steering
The RL agent approach to wind farm control is shown contrasted to a standard LUT
approach in Figure 3.1. The LUT approach will be the baseline controller in this work.
Figure 3.1: Agent-based RL wind farm control contrasted with LUT wind farm control.
The top branch demonstrates the LUT approach, in which wind farm control signals are
determined from a simple LUT, in open loop. The bottom branch demonstrates the agent




As described in Chapter 1 and shown in the top part of Figure 3.1, the baseline controller
we use for comparison purposes in this thesis is a LUT generated from an optimization
routine provided with the FLORIS software package [9]. This routine uses the Sequential
Least SQuares Programming (SLSQP) algorithm [32] to iterate through yaw angles for each
turbine in the wind farm to find the yaw angle set points that maximize total farm power.
This process can be repeated for different wind conditions to assemble a yaw angle LUT. This
LUT is then used to set yaw angles based on measured wind farm parameters, as described
in [10].
3.1.2 Reinforcement Learning Background
RL algorithms typically exploit Markov decision processes (MDPs), or processes in which
the future state depends only on the current state. A MDP is characterized by three com-
ponents: a state and action space, a transition function that determines the probability of
moving from one state s to another state by taking a certain action α, and a reward function
that determines what level of reward the agent receives after taking an action. The goal of
RL is to arrive at a policy π∗(s) that determines the optimal action α given state s such
that both immediate and expected future reward is maximized. If a system model is known
in the form of a reward and transition function, it is possible to use dynamic programming
techniques to arrive at the optimal policy π∗(s) [33].
The goal of this paper, however, is to arrive at this policy using model-free approaches
to the fullest extent possible. A common formulation of model-free RL is Q-Learning, which
involves taking successive actions within an environment, receiving a reward signal from
that environment, and using the signal to iteratively update a Q-table Q(s, α) which assigns
an expected value to a given state-action pair (s, α). In other words, Q(s, α) represents
an agent’s best guess at what the value of taking action α while in state s is, a process
known as an associative search task [33]. With a perfect Q-table, an agent could create a
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policy by simply choosing the action, α, that corresponds to the highest expected value in
the environment’s current state, s. In reality, however, the Q-table value Q(s, α) must be
arrived at iteratively, using equations such as the Q-Learning update formula Equation 3.1
[15, 34]:
Qi,t+1(si,t, αt) = Qi,t(si,t, αt) + li,t
[





where Qi,t(s, α) is the estimated expected value of agent i taking action α while in state s at
time t, li,t ∈ (0, 1] is a learning rate determining how quickly the algorithm updates at time
t for agent i, ri,t+1 is an environmental reward signal for agent i, βi ∈ [0, 1) is a discount
factor for agent i that makes convergence possible over an infinite time horizon, and t is the
simulation iteration number. At each iteration of the learning process, an agent (here an
individual turbine as in Figure 1.1), selects an action αt, evaluates the reward ri,t+1 at the
next time step, and updates Qi,t(st, αt) based on the action and observed state before (st) and
after (st+1) taking action αt. Qi,0(s, α) is initialized to all zeros, and has dimensions equal
to M ×N × ...× size(A) where A is the action space (as will be discussed in Section 3.1.3),
and M , N , and so on are the lengths of the state vectors for each state variable in the
model. It is because of this iterative structure of the update equation that algorithms such
as this are often referred to as “temporal difference” algorithms, or algorithms that use an
iterative, time-based update structure to determine the difference between old information
(Qi,t(st, αt)) and new information (ri,t+1 + βi maxαj Qi,t(st+1, αj)), and that then use this
difference to modify themselves accordingly [33].
In this paper, for yaw angle optimization, the agent’s state consists of the individual
turbine’s yaw angle γ and one or both of the farm wind direction and wind speed (φ and
U , respectively). The resulting state vectors would be either x = [U, γ]T , x = [φ, γ]T , or
x = [U, φ, γ]T .
Utilizing RL in a MAS eliminates an important assumption that provides RL with its
mathematical basis, namely stationarity [35]. Adding more agents to the system creates
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a non-stationary environment that an individual agent can not completely observe. While
this makes it impossible to secure some of the theoretical guarantees of single-agent RL, [36]
shows that applying single-agent techniques to an MAS can still improve performance, albeit
not necessarily at the global optimum. This approach has been empirically verified in [37].
3.1.3 Action Space
Wei et al. [15] propose an action space of size three, with these three possible actions being
an increase or decrease in turbine rotor speed by a certain ∆ω or no change in rotor speed.
We adapt this approach for yaw angle control using the action space shown in Equation 3.2:
A = {(α%3− 1)∆γ : α ∈ {0, 1, 2}} (3.2)
where % is the modulo operator, signifying the remainder of the integer division of the two
arguments. This action space guarantees that an individual turbine will only be able to
move by a small ∆γ every time it initiates a control action. It is important to note that γ in
this instance represents yaw angle with respect to the wind direction, which is a convention
shared with FLORIS but is often called yaw error. Defining yaw angle this way results in a
smaller Q-table because the yaw angle discrete state space can be limited to a smaller range
around the wind direction, but makes dealing with changing wind directions more difficult.
3.1.4 Reward Function
It is important to correctly determine an agent’s reward function, which is the function
that the agent attempts to maximize. Choosing an incorrect reward function means that the
agent receives reward for incorrect actions and will be “incentivized” to the wrong behavior,
probably decreasing power production. While the specifics of our reward signal will be
discussed in Section 3.2.4, the cooperative reward function that the reward signal is based
on is discussed here.
The reward function is chosen to be an aggregation of the power levels of all turbines
within a certain neighborhood. This neighborhood-based approach assumes that a limited
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inter-turbine communication structure is in place. Gionfra et al. [38] use a framework of rect-
angular neighborhoods, which we adapt for this thesis. In this framework, the parameters ψd
and ψc represent the distances in the downstream and cross-stream directions, respectively,
that constitute a neighborhood. For a given turbine i, the neighborhood N (i) is defined as
all turbines within this region, with j ∈ N (i) representing a turbine in that neighborhood.
These neighborhoods are represented in Figure 1.1 for a nine turbine wind farm. This work
will focus on a simple three turbine linear wind farm, such as one consisting only of turbines
0, 1, and 2 in Figure 1.1. Varying ψd allows for neighborhoods of different sizes to be selected,
as is demonstrated with turbines 3, 4, and 5 and turbines 6, 7, and 8 in Figure 1.1.
It is also assumed that bidirectional communication is possible within this region. With
a neighborhood defined in this manner, the reward function Vi,t at time t is simply a sum
of the power levels of each turbine in the neighborhood, plus the turbine’s own power, as
shown in Equation 3.3:




Here, Pi,t is the power output from turbine i at time t.
3.1.5 Dynamic LUT
As described in Chapter 1, assembling a static LUT that maps wind conditions such as
wind speed and wind direction to a yaw angle schedule using simulations such as FLORIS or
SOWFA [39] seems at odds with the “trial-and-error” based stochastic nature of Q-learning.
However, it is possible to treat the Q-table as a LUT itself. For example, if an agent i keeps
track of a table ni, where ni ∈ R
M×N×··· is of the same dimension as the state vectors for
each of the system states and represents how many times a given state has been visited, then
a LUT can be approximated as follows.
Assuming that there are X different discrete state vectors, the state of turbine i can be
characterized by a set Si,t = {Si,t,0,Si,t,1, · · · ,Si,t,X−1} of state indices at each simulation time
step. Using the definition of the table ni given above, ni({Si,t,0,Si,t,1, · · · ,Si,t,X−1}) = ni(Si,t)
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represents the number of times that a state characterized by Si,t has been visited. If we
further assume that the yaw angle is the last state defined in the discrete state list, then for





ni({Si,t,0,Si,t,1, · · · ,Si,t,X−2, j})
)
(3.4)
with γ̄ representing the discrete yaw angle vector and γ̄(i) representing the entry in γ̄ at
index i.
In other words, to retrieve a LUT from a Q-table, we select the most visited yaw angle for
a given set of wind conditions. This creates an important advantage over a purely static LUT.
Because Q(s, α) and n can fluidly change as the reinforcement learning process progresses,
using n to create a yaw angle schedule that adapts to its environment, provided that the
number of state visitations is tracked. This will henceforth be referred to as a “Q-LUT,” or
a deterministic LUT that is acquired from a Q-table.
3.1.6 Learning Rate





with k1, k2, and k3 being tuning coefficients. Adjusting these coefficients changes how the
algorithm incorporates new information. A larger value of li,t means that new information
will be emphasized more, and a smaller li,t means the converse. The inclusion of ni(Si,t), i.e.,
the table entry at indices Si,t, also ensures that the learning rate decreases as the number of
times a state has been visited increases, which is a feature that often aids in convergence to
a single solution [33].
3.2 Training Methods Taxonomy
As stated previously, reinforcement learning is dependent on the training of a Q-table,
where Q is the estimate of the expected value of being in state st and taking action αt, which
is calculated iteratively using Equation 3.1. There are, however, a variety of methods with
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which to select αt in order to update the Q-table. This creates a “taxonomy” of training
methods, which can be broadly categorized into several hierarchies of training techniques.
These are depicted in Figure 3.2 and will now be described in detail.
Figure 3.2: A description of the reinforcement learning training method classification. This
classification tree demonstrates the various possible combinations of the different subgroups
described in Section 3.2. These methods dictate how and when actions are selected by an
RL agent during the course of a wind farm simulation. Boxes that are shaded are those that
are tested in this work.
3.2.1 Static (LUT) vs. Dynamic (Q-LUT)
The first level of distinction is whether or not the simulation is even capable of Q-
learning. The baseline controller described in Section 3.1.1 is considered static, or uncapable
of modifying its behavior in the field. This is referred to simply as a LUT. On the other
hand is the Q-LUT, described in Section 3.1.5.
3.2.2 Coordinated vs. Simultaneous
Guestrin et al. [40] note that an optimization involving multiple agents can be made
more efficient by exploiting natural hierarchies in the MAS to force agents to optimize in
a given order, a process known as “coordination.” If this hierarchy is not known ahead of
time, coordination can still be achieved by “locking” all but one agent or group of agents at
a time, giving the remaining agent(s) an optimization window in which no other agents act.
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When this window expires, the agent or agents are themselves locked, and a new group of
agents is allowed to act. A wind farm is naturally hierarchical, with downstream turbines
depending on upstream turbines to deflect their wakes away laterally. However, although this
hierarchy is fixed for a given wind direction, a changing wind direction can change inter-farm
dependencies. Therefore, coordination as described in [40] can be implemented by allotting
each turbine (or row of turbines) an optimization window in which the other agents aligned
via an intersecting wind direction are locked and prevented from moving. When the opti-
mization window runs to completion, these turbines are locked and the next row of turbines
either further upstream or further downstream, depending on which direction coordination is
occurring, begins optimizing. There are currently two methods of coordination: “upstream
first,” in which turbines that are further upstream optimize before downstream turbines, and
“downstream first,” which optimizes in the opposite order. For example, in Figure 1.1, the
upstream first optimization would allow turbines 0, 3, and 6 to optimize first, then turbines
1, 4, and 7, then turbines 2, 5, and 8. This coordination is accomplished using bidirectional
communication within a neighborhood, and is still therefore distributed.
The alternative to coordination is a simultaneous approach, which is shown in the left
branch of the “Q-LUT” branch in Figure 3.2. Simultaneous wind farm optimization involves
each turbine acting independently and at the same time as all other turbines in the wind
farm, with no consideration of an ideal optimization schedule or structure.
3.2.3 Deterministic vs. Stochastic
The next level of hierarchy involves whether or not the action selection method makes
use of a random action choice (stochastic) or chooses actions based solely on the reward
returned from the environment and does not involve any randomness (deterministic). The
stochastic action selection method uses the Q-table to determine the probability of choos-
ing each action given the current state observation. Then, it generates a random number
from a random distribution between 0 and 1 and uses that random number to choose an
action. In this work, two variants of each of one deterministic algorithm and one stochastic
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algorithm are analyzed, as shown by the two branches underneath each of the “Stochastic”
and “Deterministic” blocks of Figure 3.2. The two variants (based on reward signal) will be
discussed in Section 3.2.4. The deterministic method follows Gebraad et al. [12] in using a
first-order backward-differencing approximation of the reward function gradient to maximize
power in a distributed manner. In [12], the derivative of the reward function with respect to







The approximation of the partial derivative given in Equation 3.6 is a function of the
simulation iteration, and can be used to update the turbine’s yaw angle as in Equation 3.7:







with ∆γ defined as in Section 3.1.3. The stochastic action selection method that is considered
is the Boltzmann action search. This algorithm is intended to provide a balance between
exploitation, in which the action most likely to yield the highest reward based on existing
data is chosen, and exploration, in which seemingly less promising actions are chosen in
the hopes of traversing local minima to find higher maxima [35]. As in [15], we use the










In Equation 3.8, pi(st, αt) represents the probability of agent i choosing action αt in
state st, while τ is a learning parameter called the temperature. Tuning τ balances between
exploration and exploitation, with larger values of τ resulting in more exploration [35].
3.2.4 Variable Reward vs. Reward Clipping
Equation 3.1 requires a reward signal (ri,t+1) to update an agent’s Q-table. In this
work we consider two possibilities for this signal, both of which make use of the reward
function Equation 3.3. One possible reward assignment strategy would be to simply scale
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where η is a constant scaling factor chosen so as to not make the Q-table values too large,
an important factor to consider when using an exponential action search method such as
the Boltzmann search, which can easily cause overflow. Another option is to use “reward
clipping,” or the technique of setting reward to be either -1, 0, or 1. This approach was used







1 Vi,t+1 − Vi,t > δ
0 | Vi,t+1 − Vi,t |≤ δ
−1 Vi,t+1 − Vi,t < −δ
(3.10)
Here, δ is a small constant that creates a “deadzone,” effectively making sure that only
significant changes in the reward function update the Q-table.
Because ri,t+1 is used to update the Q-table in Equation 3.1, only training methods that
use the Q-table to choose actions are impacted. For this reason, as indicated in Figure 3.2,
we only test the constant reward gradient approximation, as the performance of the constant
reward and variable reward gradient training methods is identical. However, these methods
still update the Q-table using the returned reward signal, even though that Q-table is not
used for decision making in the training phase. As a result, if the Q-table is used later in
the field, the type of reward signal may in fact make a difference on performance, although
for the evaluation of these methods in the training phase it is irrelevant.
3.3 Simulation Environment
The wind farm flow field and layout is shown in the first (top) row of three turbines in the
nine turbine array of Figure 1.1. This flow field is generated by FLORIS, which computes
and displays the flow fields used for the simulations in this paper. Unless otherwise noted, the
neighborhood configuration is that of the first row. Additionally, the wind direction is defined
such that the wind direction shown in Figure 1.1 is 270◦, which is the wind direction used
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in this study. The wind speed used for these proof-of-concept simulations, unless otherwise
specified, is 8 m/s. Just as in the baseline FLORIS optimization routine, turbine angles are
limited to positive values.
The FLORIS-based simulation is performed as shown in Figure 3.3, with FLORIS acting
as the wind farm in the “Plant” block. This configuration includes a yaw offset error γe,offset,
which is added onto the yaw angle measurement feedback path in some of our simulations
to mimic a sensor fault. This offset represents an error in the yaw angle or wind direction
measurement that would result in an incorrect measurement being fed into the turbine agents.
For field operation, the “Plant” block would be replaced by the actual wind farm. It should
be noted that the P output in Figure 3.3 is a vector of turbine powers, and the “Calculate
Reward Fn.” block represents the calculation of the reward function.
Figure 3.3: High level block diagram detailing the ideal implementation of the distributed
MAS algorithm. Each turbine agent uses data from the environment to choose a yaw angle
set point for itself. The output P from the plant is a vector of turbine power measurements
and is passed to each turbine in the farm, which use their own internal logic to determine
which measurements are relevant to their own reward function calculation. Keeping track
of its own reward function and yaw angle allows a turbine agent to update its Q-table.
c© 2020 IEEE.
Each “Agent” block shown in Figure 3.3 performs its own set of computations, detailed in
Figure 3.4. For situations in which an agent could be locked, then a zero-order hold (ZOH)
is used to simply maintain the same yaw angle as before. When the agent is not locked, it
uses one of the training methods in Figure 3.2 to choose an action as well as uses the update
equation Equation 3.1 to update its Q-table.
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Figure 3.4: A functional description of a single agent situated within the context of the larger
simulation. The agent requires flow field and yaw angle inputs to observe its state, and a
reward function input to determine its effects on other turbines. When an agent is locked,
it maintains its previous value via a zero order hold.
In practice, however, FLORIS is a sequentially-executed steady-state model. This design
is ideal for a centralized controller which changes yaw angles of every turbine in the farm
simultaneously, but requires modification for our distributed control that takes place at
the turbine (agent) level, with turbine agents acting at different times. As opposed to the
dynamic FLORIS modifications described in Chapter 2, these modifications are not intended
to approximate dynamic behavior. Rather, they allow simultaneous turbine yawing to be
simulated, even when the environment is steady-state. These modifications are illustrated
in Figure 3.5. The idea motivating the need to modify FLORIS is that every turbine should
make a control decision simultaneously, which is called the “simultaneity condition.” This
means that the flow field that all the agents “see” should be the same at the moment they
all make a decision. Sequentially stepping through each agent in the wind farm and having
it make a decision and re-run FLORIS violates the simultaneity condition, since whenever
FLORIS re-runs it re-calculates the new steady-state flow field for the entire farm, meaning
that the next agent to execute will observe a different flow field, even though it should be
executing simultaneously with the first agent.
To mitigate this effect, we have created a modified version of (steady-state) FLORIS that
iterates through the wind farm twice at each simulation time step. There is one period at
the beginning of the simulation that prepares the agents to begin learning (the initialization
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phase). Next, the action selection phase is for each turbine to select a yaw angle. Only after
all turbines have selected yaw angles is FLORIS re-run with those new yaw angles. Then,
the turbines are iterated through a second time (this time with the new flow field resulting
from the combined effect of all turbine actions in the first iteration) to allow each one to
update its Q-table without interference (the Q-LUT update phase). It should be noted that
this is different than the coordination procedure described in 3.2.2. A coordinated training
method simply implies that in each of the two iterations described in Figure 3.5, only one
agent does anything. The other agents never move or update their Q-tables, but are still
iterated over, as is indicated by the ZOH in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.5: Simulation of RL turbine operation using the FLORIS software package in the
steady-state case. Because FLORIS is designed for steady-state simulation, the turbines
must be iterated through twice per simulation iteration, first to select yaw angles and then
to calculate performance using updated control signals.
Although this FLORIS modification allows for the simulation of parallel turbine actions,
it still assumes that the wake effects of those actions propagate instantaneously. To create an
environment more representative of the real world with substantial time delay, it is necessary
to introduce wake propagation dynamics, as discussed in Chapter 2.
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3.3.1 Reinforcement Learning Algorithm Locking
Many yaw angle optimization routines assume steady-state wind farm operation. How-
ever, this is an unrealistic assumption, and the algorithm designed for steady-state operation
fails in the quasi-dynamic environment due to conflicting reward signals, as we showed in
[21]. Because of this, it is necessary to adapt the algorithm to this modified simulation
environment.
As discussed in Section 3.2.2, a wind farm environment can naturally be divided into
subgroups, or neighborhoods (as in [38]), based on wake interactions caused by the wind
direction. These neighborhoods can then be used to create a smaller wind farm unit that
can be optimized more efficiently than the farm as a whole. We here again use locking to
make the optimization more efficient, however unlike its usage in the steady-state training
phase, “locking” in the dynamic (or quasi-dynamic) context is used to adapt the tempo-
ral difference RL algorithm to a dynamic, reward-delayed environment. When a turbine
chooses to increase or decrease its yaw angle, it sends a “lock” signal to all downstream
turbines in its neighborhood, preventing them from moving until the delay time determined
by Taylor’s wake hypothesis Equation 2.3, at which point the downstream turbine unlocks.
This moving turbine also locks itself for the maximum delay value. A turbine cannot move
until both itself and all turbines in its neighborhood are unlocked. Once a turbine unlocks
after initiating a control action, it calculates the reward signal as before, using Equation 3.9
or Equation 3.10. This process ensures that the wake effects from other turbines that are
not in the neighborhood do not interfere with the reward signal for any given turbine. For
example, in the wind farm layout described in Figure 1.1, if Turbine 0 and Turbine 1 are
allowed to move simultaneously and both have Turbine 2 in their neighborhood, then the
reward function response will be a combination of the effects of both of their control actions,
which means that the Q-table will have an inaccurate picture of the environment’s response
to each turbine. The locking algorithm, which is illustrated in Figure 3.4 and detailed in
[21], is summarized in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 The locking algorithm for turbine i. This algorithm runs simultaneously for
all turbines in the farm.
1: if i and j ∀ j ∈ N (i) are unlocked then
2: select action
3: calculate wake delay for turbines in neighborhood
4: send lock signal to downstream neighbors
5: set completed action boolean
6: end if
7:
8: if turbine i completed action is True then
9: calculate reward function and reward signal
10: update Q-table
11: unset completed action boolean
12: end if
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Training Method Comparison
There are many possible variations of training methods given in Section 3.2 and Fig-
ure 3.2. Simulation results showing total farm power vs. simulation iteration are shown in
Figure 3.6 - Figure 3.8. Also, Figure 3.6 demonstrates that while the coordinated gradient-
based methods converge, the uncoordinated method does not. If the simulation had been
continued, this almost sinusoidal pattern would have been repeated indefinitely. The deter-
ministic action selection only works using coordination because under simultaneous action
selection, wake interactions between turbines significantly affect the reward function differ-
ence calculation Vi,t − Vi,t−1 in Equation 3.6. The stochastic variations of the Boltzmann
method shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 seem to be more resistant to this phenomenon,
most likely because they can already account for the random nature of actions taken by other
turbines in the wind farm. It is for this reason that we consider the stochastic methods more
effective in the admittedly unrealistic steady-state case, due to their ability to act in an
uncoordinated manner. This will be discussed further in Section 3.4.4.
The run times for the simulations depicted in Figure 3.6, Figure 3.7, and Figure 3.8 are
approximately equal. The static optimization, on the other hand, is around 4 times faster,
although the gradient training method could have been run for fewer iterations, as implied
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Figure 3.6: A comparison of gradient-based training methods. “Upstream First” and “Down-
stream First” are considered coordinated methods. The upstream first optimization reaches
the maximum power the fastest due to it optimizing the furthest downstream turbine last,
since the downstream turbine does not have to change its yaw angle. This figure also demon-
strates that the uncoordinated gradient-based training method does not converge.
Figure 3.7: A comparison of constant reward Boltzmann training methods. “Upstream First”
and “Downstream First” are considered coordinated methods. The relatively flat appearance
of the upstream first and downstream first plots is due to the furthest downstream turbine
not needing to change its yaw angle, so during its optimization phase power remains almost
constant.
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Figure 3.8: A comparison of variable reward Boltzmann training methods. “Upstream First”
and “Downstream First” are considered coordinated methods. The variable reward can cause
incorrect convergence, and often becomes “stuck” at a local optimum, as is evident in the
upstream first case in this figure. This problem is not limited to the upstream first case,
however.
by the rapid convergence depicted in Figure 3.6.
As the name implies, stochastic training methods are variable from run-to-run. This
stochasticity is demonstrated in Figure 3.9, which plots results from 10 simulations of a
constant Boltzmann simulation. Variable reward simulations are even more erratic, as shown
in Figure 3.10. This comparison suggests that the variable reward function as implemented
in this paper is not effective for a field-implementation.
At first, there does not appear to be a significant advantage of RL over the much faster
FLORIS-based static optimization offline. However, the slower RL algorithms create flexible
Q-tables that can adapt to the system and environment, which is the real advantage of the
approach and the focus of Section 3.4.2.
3.4.2 Hybrid Approach and Dynamic Adjustment
The adaptation of the Q-learning paradigm to a wake delayed environment allows a
wind farm to adapt to unpredictable wind conditions and changes in the wind farm system.
Using RL in this way will be referred to in this work as a “hybrid approach,” or the two-
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Figure 3.9: Ten different simulation runs of a constant Boltzmann simulation. The wind
farm converges at different rates, but eventually reaches the same optimal power level.
Figure 3.10: Ten different simulation runs of a variable Boltzmann simulation. Unlike the
constant reward simulations, the variable Boltzmann simulations frequently converge to a
sub-optimal level, indicating that a variable reward structure might be too inconsistent.
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stage approach of using a training algorithm with the steady-state FLORIS model to train
a Q-table (the training phase), then using the Q-table and new information as it comes
in to guide decisions in the field (the implementation phase). Combining these phases of
the simulation requires clarification of an important point regarding the interpretation of
the t parameter in Equation 3.1. In the steady-state, t is not, strictly speaking, “real”
time. This is because, since wake propagation is assumed to be instantaneous, the actual
temporal interval represented by a simulation iteration varies depending on which turbines
moved and how long the subsequent wake delay is. However, once wake delay is taken into
account, the simulation iteration can properly be referred to using time units, and it is the
job of the locking procedure described in Section 3.3.1 to handle the nuances of the dynamic
environment and allow RL to function properly.
To demonstrate the adaptive ability of the hybrid RL algorithms, we now consider here
two representative examples of system changes that benefit from RL: turbine loss and yaw
offset error. In both cases, the training method that is used is the constant, simultaneous,
Boltzmann training method.
3.4.2.1 Turbine Loss
In the field, turbines may become inactive and be shut down for a variety of reasons, such
as maintenance or mechanical problems. A static optimization routine continues with the
same yaw angle schedule as before, which could result in a sub-optimal yaw angle setpoint.
However, provided the learning rate is adjusted properly, the Q-LUT can compensate for
this issue. For the purposes of this simulation, when a turbine loss is detected, the learning
rate lt of every turbine is set to 0.9, achieved by setting k1 = 0.9, k2 = 1, and k3 = 0 in
Equation 3.5. Fixing the learning rate at such a high value allows new information about the
environment to be prioritized more than old information learned during the offline training
phase.
The results from shutting down Turbine 1 1000 seconds into a quasi-dynamic simulation
are shown in Figure 3.11. Although the turbine loss drastically decreases the available farm
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power, eventually the wind farm achieves the same result as a static yaw angle schedule
optimized for only two turbines. In contrast, power produced by the yaw angle schedule
optimized for three turbines is lower, and cannot move towards the new optimum.
Figure 3.11: Effect of the loss of a turbine on the quasi-dynamic simulation. Turbine 1 is shut
down 1000 seconds into the quasi-dynamic simulation, and the wind farm is able to recover
back to the optimal value for a two turbine wind farm, whereas a static FLORIS-based
optimization would be stuck at a lower power level. The FLORIS Optimum (3 turbine) case
produces less power because the optimization routine does not realize a turbine has shut
down.
3.4.2.2 Yaw Offset
It is also possible that yaw alignment sensors might include a measurement offset error
such as indicated by γe,offset in Figure 3.3. In this scenario, the turbine may be misaligned
and will not be able to accurately follow a yaw offset command from a static optimization
tool. The results from a simulation involving a 10◦ yaw offset error can be seen in Figure 3.12.
The algorithm successfully adjusts to the yaw offset error, eventually reaching almost the
same optimal power value as the ideal case. As in the turbine loss example, the learning
rate lt is set to 0.9.
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Figure 3.12: Steady-state RL training with implementation in a quasi-dynamic simulation
environment with a yaw offset error. The turbine receives a 10◦ yaw offset error at the
beginning of the quasi-dynamic simulation. The wind farm is able to move towards the
power level that would have been achieved had FLORIS been optimized using the offset yaw
angles, while the farm power would have been fixed at a much lower value if the yaw angles
optimized for no yaw had been used.
3.4.3 Wind Speed Changes and Ramping
The preceding simulations, although including wake delay, are still very unrealistic in
that they assume that wind speed and wind direction stay constant for far longer than could
reasonably be expected. In this section, we begin to explore time-varying wind speeds.
At wind speeds well above rated, even waked turbines can still produce rated power, ren-
dering yaw optimization algorithms less valuable. However, because wind speed is included
as a state, the RL algorithms can adjust yaw optimization for both higher and lower wind
speeds. Figure 3.13 illustrates the effect of changing wind speeds on each turbine’s yaw an-
gle. As the ambient wind speed increases, the downstream turbines reach rated power even
when waked, causing the optimal yaw angles for Turbine 0 and Turbine 1 to move to 0◦. For
this simulation, the first state variable was set to be wind speed instead of wind direction,
or x = [U, γ]T . There was no offset error for the simulations in Figure 3.13.
Using the method outlined in Section 3.1.5 allows the trained Q-table to respond to wind
changes in the field. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.14. In this simulation, the wind farm
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Figure 3.13: Yaw angle plots for each of the three turbines in the wind farm with respect to
a changing wind speed. As the wind speed increases, the yaw angles move closer to 0◦ as it
becomes less necessary for upstream turbines to be misaligned. c© 2020 IEEE.
was trained on two wind speeds. Upon moving to the quasi-dynamic environment, each
turbine determined the ideal yaw angle by reading its Q-table, and then “ramped” to that
value. The wind farm can then continue to learn, although the time scale of Figure 3.14 is
insufficient to see this.
3.4.4 Gradient and Boltzmann Comparison
Because the gradient training method converges faster than the constant reward Boltz-
mann training method, as seen in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7, it would seem that the gradient
training method should always be preferred. However, as was mentioned in Section 3.4.1,
there are some cases in which the gradient method does not converge. Furthermore, if the
neighborhoods are defined as in the second row of turbines in Figure 1.1, the uncoordinated
gradient actually converges to a suboptimal value, whereas the uncoordinated Boltzmann
still optimizes correctly. This result is shown in Figure 3.15. This, in conjunction with the
cyclic pattern displayed in Figure 3.6, shows that a gradient-based optimization in the steady
state requires coordination, which could limit the flexibility of the algorithm.
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Figure 3.14: Simulation of training on two different wind speeds before being moved to the
“field” simulation. The dynamic LUT functionality allows the wind turbines to “ramp” up
to the correct yaw angle set point. The quasi-dynamic portion looks unusually flat due to the
locking algorithm described in Section 3.3.1, since the time interval determined by Taylor’s
frozen wake hypothesis equation Equation 2.3 is longer than the simulation time interval.
Expanding the simulation would make it difficult to see the yaw ramping on the longer scale.
Figure 3.15: A steady-state comparison of the uncoordinated deterministic gradient and the
uncoordinated stochastic Boltzmann training methods using a reduced neighborhood size.
The gradient method converges faster, as expected, however it converges to a suboptimal




This chapter presents a proof-of-concept and comparison of the ability of various configu-
rations of distributed reinforcement learning algorithms to maximize energy capture potential
at a farm, rather than a turbine, level assuming sufficient communication architecture is in
place.
We first considered various adaptations of the Q-Learning RL update equation, which
are summarized in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Training method overview.
Training Method Description






Slower convergence, but most flexible with respect to
changing neighborhood sizes, etc.
Simultaneous Constant
Reward Gradient Approximation
Fast convergence, but incorrectly sized neighborhoods






Slower convergence (but faster than downstream first),
and requires stepwise constant wind speeds.
Upstream First Constant
Reward Gradient Approximation
Faster convergence (faster than downstream first), but






Slower convergence (slower than upstream first), and re-
quires stepwise constant wind speeds.
Downstream First Constant
Reward Gradient Approximation
Faster convergence (but slower than upstream first), but
requires stepwise constant wind speeds.
We also introduced and demonstrated some of the unique benefits that come from using
RL as an optimization technique, specifically its ability to adapt to abnormal events such
as the loss of a turbine or a yaw measurement error. Chapter 4 will discuss an impor-




A FRAMEWORK FOR RL IN REALISTIC WIND
The algorithms presented and verified in Chapter 3 provide a proof-of-concept of RL
in a wake-delayed, distributed wind farm environment. However, the conditions in which
this was verified were very limited. In the field, wind speed and wind direction cannot be
expected to remain completely unchanging for hundreds of thousands of seconds, meaning
that the algorithm would require further modifications to effectively operate in a more real-
istic environment. This chapter provides a framework supporting those modifications to the
algorithm, using the model described in Chapter 2 and the algorithm described in Chapter 3.
4.1 Realistic Wind
The first step in the process of creating an algorithm that is more robust relative to
realistic wind conditions is to effectively model such conditions. This is accomplished using





with I representing turbulence intensity, σ representing standard deviation of the wind speed,
and U∞ representing the mean freestream wind speed. Turbulence intensity is typically ex-
pressed as a percentage, so a turbulence intensity of 5% would result in I = 0.05. Turbulence
intensity is normally defined over a 10 minute interval, but because the mean remains rela-
tively steady for the ensuing simulations, we will define I over the range in which the mean
wind speed is constant, typically several thousand seconds .
To generate the turbulent wind conditions that will be used to enhance the realism of
the model, two parameters will be specified: I and U∞. Using Equation 4.1, σ will be
determined to achieve the desired turbulence intensity with the desired mean. Then, for
each simulated time step, a wind speed is chosen from a normal distribution of the proper
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mean and standard deviation. An example wind speed signal with a 5% turbulence intensity
is shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Example wind speed time series. For this example, U∞ = 8, I = 0.05.
To simulate these more realistic wind conditions, a simulation is broken into intervals each
with a distinct mean wind speed and turbulence intensity. The modified dynamic FLORIS
(Section 2.1.4) then takes Ū∞ and I as inputs for each simulation interval. During these
intervals, the actual wind speed is chosen by sampling a normal distribution of the form
N (U∞, σ) with σ again being calculated from Equation 4.1.
4.2 RL Algorithm Modifications
Having now discussed how turbulent wind conditions will be simulated as opposed to
the stepwise constant wind speeds of Chapter 3, we now turn to the RL algorithm itself,
which requires further modification to adapt itself to the new environment with more realistic
wind speed. While Section 3.3 discussed the changes that were made to the algorithm to
allow it to function in a quasi-dynamic wake delayed environment, turbulent wind inflows
introduce additional problems that must be addressed. Table 4.1 summarizes these problems
and how they will be addressed in this chapter. However, before discussing the details of
these problems and solutions, it is important to first introduce some details related to our
visualization of the Q-Learning algorithm and how they relate to its application to a wind
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farm context, which will be done in Section 4.2.1.
Table 4.1: Problems encountered when using more realistic wind speed input and proposed
solutions developed
Problem Solution
Discrete state information separation Use a gradient approximation to quickly
train the agents in each discrete state (Sec-
tion 4.2.2)
Turbulent state observation Constantly record discrete wind field mea-
surements and choose the most commonly
occurring (Section 4.2.2)
Noisy power measurement Measure power output during a given inter-
val and take the average (Section 4.2.2, Ap-
pendix A)
Turbulence-induced noise Convolve the Q-table with a Gaussian kernel
to smooth out noise (Section 4.2.3)
4.2.1 Q-Table Interpretation
To better describe how a Q-table can be used by a wind farm to achieve energy capture
maximization, we will use a representative Q-table shown in Figure 4.2 with select states
labelled. This Q-table is for the upwind turbine Turbine 0, and provides a visualization
of the Q-table values immediately after the first phase of the more realistic wind farm RL
framework, the gradient training phase, is complete.
The matrix depicted in Figure 4.2 is only a subset of the full agent Q-table, but for
ease of notation we will still refer to this subsetas a Q-table. The full Q-table (in this case)
is of dimension 4: one dimension for each of the states (wind speed, wind direction, and
yaw angle) and an additional dimension for the actions. Because wind speed and wind
direction are not controllable, in this thesis Q-table subsections are tables that are located
at specific indices (specified by the discrete indices of the wind speed and wind direction
observations) of the full agent Q-table. For instance, in Figure 4.2, the vertical axis (yaw
angle) is assumed to be the third state in a tuple si = (8, 0, γi), with the first two entries of
the tuple representing the wind speed and wind direction. So, a state such as s26 represents
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a full set of discrete state values, with the first two state values being taken a-priori (in
this case 8 m/s wind speed and 0◦ wind direction) and the third (controllable) state value
being γ26 = 26
◦. The horizontal axis of the Q-table represents the action space, with two
possible actions. As will be described in Section 4.2.3, only two actions are used for the
implementation of this algorithm. The vertical position of the Q-table, therefore, is specified
by the yaw angle (which completes the discrete state tuple), while the horizontal position is
specified by the action.
Using these definitions of si and αj, the value approximation at each box in Figure 4.2 is
given by Q(si, αj), or the “amount of value” that an agent assigns to taking action αj in state
si. In Figure 4.2, the numerical quantity stored in the Q-table at Q(si, αj) is represented by
color. A quantity towards the upper range of the color bar is larger, while a quantity in the
lower range of the color bar is smaller. Importantly, the value given by Q(si, αj) does not
represent the reward that is expected from taking an action in a given state. It is instead a
quantification of the reward an agent would expect to receive if it started in state si, took
action aj, and proceeded optimally from there for the rest of the simulation. The reason
that the expected reward can be calculated for the rest of the simulation (ie, an infinite time
horizon) is due to the discount term β in Equation 3.1, which creates a convergent geometric
series since it is in the interval [0, 1). Reward signals, therefore, are not explicitly shown in
this figure. However, it is empirically known that the state transition and reward sequence
given in Table 4.2 is true.
Table 4.2: State transition and reward.
Start state Action End state Reward
s26 α1 s27 +1
s27 α1 s28 −1
s28 α0 s27 +1
s27 α0 s26 −1
The progression of states is the same progression that is selected by the gradient algorithm
described in Section 3.2.3, as the gradient “turns around” (takes a different action) whenever
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Figure 4.2: Q-table for the upwind turbine (Turbine 0) with 1◦ yaw steps. The two actions
are α0 and α1, designated “0” and “1” in the two columns. Only one representative state-
action pair value Q(s26, α0) is labelled, but the other state-action pairs are referred to with
the same convention (i.e. Q(si, αj) ∀ i ∈ {26, 27, 28}, j ∈ {0, 1}). If the agent begins in s26,
the states follow the following cycle: s26 → s27 → s28 → s27 → s26, as described in the text.
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a negative reward is encountered. Using the gradient algorithm, an agent would proceed as
follows. Assume that the agent is currently in state s26, and that it had previously taken the
“increase” action α1 and received a reward of +1 according to Equation 3.10. Because this is
the gradient algorithm, which will continue to move in the same direction when the reward is
positive, the agent selects the same action α1 again, moving into state s27. This action again
produces a reward of +1, and the agent once again selects action α1 to move to state s28.
However, upon moving to state s28, the agent receives a reward of −1. It is for this reason
that the color representing Q(s27, α1) is so dark, corresponding to a low expected value, as
the agent will always receive a negative reward moving from s27 to s28. Upon receiving the
negative reward the agent reverses course, taking action α0 into state s27, and receiving a
reward of +1. The agent repeats this action, once again taking α0 to move into s26, however
this time receiving a reward of −1. The agent once again reverses, repeating the cycle until
the training period completes. It should be noted that the agent never takes action α1 in s28
or action α0 in s26, which is why Q(s28, α1) and Q(s26, α0) are the same color as the other,
unexplored state-action pairs in the Q-table.
Sensitivity to Learning Rate: Q-table values by themselves have no practical mean-
ing, but when compared to each other can be used to determine what the best action to
take is in a given state. For instance, if an agent were in s26 and was simply trying to deter-
mine the best action to take, because Q(s26, α1) > Q(s26, α0) as represented by the relative
brightness of the state-action pairs in Figure 4.2, based on its training experience the agent
should select α1, unless it is trying to explore the state-action space, in which case it might
select α0 stochastically. Because it is important to achieve the correct relationship between
state-action pairs for the algorithm to select the correct yaw setpoint, it is important to
point out a nuance brought about by the selection of the learning rate parameter lt that was
introduced in Equation 3.1. lt determines how quickly new information is used to adjust
the existing state-action value approximation. Ideally, the learning rate approaches 0 as the
agent continues to learn [33]. In Equation 3.5, which was based off the idea found in [15], the
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learning rate included a term k3 in the denominator that was multiplied by the value stored
in n(Si,t), which records the number of times a state has been visited. The intention of this
term is to steadily decrease the learning rate as the number of times an agent visits a given
state increases. This k3 term can have an impact on the Q-table, as shown in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: A comparison of the bottom section of Q-tables for Turbine 0 created using
different learning rates. The Q-table on the left was created using a lower k3 value of 0.25,
while the Q-table on the right was created using a higher k3 value of 1.
When k3 is lower, the learning rate decreases at a slower rate, whereas higher k3 values
decrease the learning rate at a faster rate, leading to lower values of lt for a given n(Si,t). As
shown in Figure 4.3, the lower k3 value (left image) leads to the value Q(s26, α1) decreasing
relative to the state-action pairs before it, i.e., those with smaller yaw angles, while the higher
k3 value has the opposite effect for this state-action pair. In other words, since Q(s26, α1)
is repeatedly visited during the gradient training phase, the rate of decrease in the learning
rate determines whether or not the state-action value becomes slightly higher or slightly
lower on each cycle. This may seem counter-intuitive given that taking action α1 in state
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s26 always results in a positive reward. However, the quantity Q(s26, α1) is not intended to
quantify immediate reward. Rather, as previously stated, it is intended to quantify both
the immediate reward and the expected reward for the rest of simulation, which is why
Equation 3.1 includes the term ri,t+1 + βi maxαj Qi,t(si,t+1, αj). This term involves using the
value estimate of the next state (si,t+1) to update the value estimate of the previous one
(si,t), a process known as “bootstrapping” [33]. Because both actions in state s27 result in
negative rewards (since, as will be discussed in Section 4.2.3, s27 is the best approximation
of the optimal setpoint), maxαj Qi,t(si,t+1, αj) will always be negative when si,t = s26 and
si,t+1 = s27. Therefore, depending on the parameters of the update equation, it is possible
that these negative values will actually decrease the value of the previous state. Whether or
not Q(s26, α1) increases or decreases as the training phase progresses depends on whether or
not the positive reward dominates the update equation or the “bad” next state dominates
the update equation.
Based on our assessment of the sensitivity of results to learning rateas illustrated in
Figure 4.3, we choose to use a lower value of k3 in the following simulations, as it seems
more accurate to assume that the state-action pairs leading up to (or down to) the optimal
setpoint should gradually decrease in value until reaching their minimum at the optimal
value. An agent in the vicinity of its optimal setpoint should, it seems, be less “driven” to
reach that optimal setpoint than an agent that is further away.
Having discussed some background information about the interpretation of a Q-table, we
now describe how the algorithm is modified to deal with turbulent wind inflows.
4.2.2 Gradient Approximation and Bin Counting
The implementation of Q-Learning used in this thesis is tabular, meaning that a Q-table is
maintained instead of a continuous function approximation. Alternatively, many applications
have begun to use neural networks to approximate the Q-learning value function, as opposed
to the approach used here [42, 43]. In contrast, a tabular approximation is in general simpler
than a neural network approximation, and also more interpretable (meaning that a human
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observer can understand why the algorithm selects the actions that it does). However, in the
context of a wind farm application, a tabular approximation has a disadvantage, namely that
information learned in one state does not provide any information about other states. This is
illustrated in Figure 4.4. Importantly, as will be explained in more detail in Section 4.2.3, the
“stay” action has been removed, meaning there are now only two actions: α0, or decrease,
and α1, or increase. Although the algorithm trained for 8 m/s and could use this information
to determine an optimal yaw angle setpoint when the mean wind speed is 8 m/s, it has no
information about 9 m/s, as the two wind speeds are located in completely different sections
of the Q-table. Each added dimension of the state space (for instance, wind direction)
compounds this problem. Additionally, as already demonstrated in Chapter 3, convergence
time in a wake delayed environment can be extremely slow. Even under stepwise conditions,
the amount of time it would take the wind farm to search out its entire state space would
be intractable.
Impacts of Turbulent Wind on Control Actions Making matters even more com-
plicated, turbulent wind inflow, even of a constant mean, could occasionally spike upwards
and downwards to a degree that a turbine might register it as a move to a different discrete
wind speed “bin,” triggering a new control action. If the turbine was configured to “ramp”
to a new setpoint when the wind speed changes as described in Section 3.4.3, the turbine
might begin yawing only to yaw back to its original setpoint when the spike in wind speed
ends. The problems posed by a turbulent, dynamic environment are therefore two-fold.
First, learning takes too long to start from nothing in the field. Second, wind measurements
must be filtered to prevent invalid and inefficient state observations in the control algorithm.
The length-of-learning problem is solved through use of what will be referred to as a
gradient approximation. The implementation of the gradient is identical to that of Chapter 3,
however in this case we use the term “gradient approximation” to signify that the Q-table
learned during the gradient training phase is not assumed to be the optimal Q-table, merely
an approximation based on the model. It was shown in Figure 3.7 that the gradient control
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Figure 4.4: Q-table comparison of information learned in two different wind speed bins for
the most upwind turbine. In this simulation, there were only two wind speed bins: 8 m/s
and 9 m/s. The wind farm was only trained on an 8 m/s wind inflow. In this figure, a darker
color signifies a lower value, so the lighter bars at the lower left and upper right sides in
the 8 m/s Q-table indicate that the agent determined that the decrease and increase actions
were more valuable, respectively, a concept that will be discussed more in Section 4.2.3.
The 9 m/s Q-table, however, did not learn anything during this simulation, demonstrating
the degree of separation between discrete state bins using a tabular function approximation
approach.
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algorithm optimizes very efficiently, under very tightly controlled conditions. While it is
impossible to achieve this level of control in the field, it is possible using a simulation.
The idea behind a gradient approximation is therefore relatively straightforward. For every
discrete bin in the state space that is expected to be encountered in the field, train the wind
farm using the coordinated gradient algorithm described in Section 3.2. This can be done
efficiently and, importantly, in the steady state and offline. During this training phase, RL is
not used to choose actions, as the gradient algorithm is completely deterministic. However,
during the course of the gradient optimization, each agent continues to measure rewards and
update its Q-table. In this way, upon implementation in the field, the agents already have
an idea of the best actions to take for a given set of wind conditions. This progression is
shown in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Flow chart depicting the agent training/learning cycle. The last step referring
to using the Q-table as a LUT will be described in Section 4.2.3.
The second problem - noisy wind in need of filtering - is addressed using a technique
that will be referred to as “bin counting.” Throughout the simulation, an agent takes sample
measurements of the wind speed once every second. For each sample, the agent keeps track of
which discrete wind speed bin the measurement fell into. Once the total number of samples
reaches a predetermined number, the agent determines the bin with the highest countand
records its internal state observation as that bin. This is a form of low-pass filtering that is
used frequently in the industry [44]. While bin counting allows the agent to filter its state
observation, the turbine power reading is not binned in order to leave open the possibility of
using a higher resolution reward function such as the variable reward function described in
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Equation 3.9. Because power outputs are not binned, the turbulent input wind speed could
lead to an incorrect reward signal being provided. For example, Figure 4.6 shows that a
yaw angle change that should result in the farm power decreasing can be offset by a modest
increase in wind speed. This would lead the agent into believing that the action it just
performed was a good one, when in fact the opposite is true.
Figure 4.6: Comparison of wind farm power output in two different scenarios simulating
turbulent wind conditions. Both scenarios are of the standard three turbine linear wind
farm that is used elsewhere in this thesis. “Scenario 1” has one turbine (the most upwind
turbine) yawed to 2◦, slightly deflecting the wake, while the other turbines are nonyawed,
and the wind speed is 8 m/s. “Scenario 2” yaws the upwind turbine back to 0◦, which results
in more wake intersection with downwind turbines, while keeping the wind speed constant.
As expected, power decreases. In “Scenario 3,” the wind speed increases to 8.1 m/s while
the upwind turbine stays nonyawed. Compared to Scenario 1, having the upwind turbine
yawed to 0◦ should decrease farm power, but the change in wind speed offsets this impact
and power actually increases. Had the RL algorithm been active, the agent would have
received a positive reward signal for an action that decreases farm power.
To counteract this effect of being unable to discern between benefit derived from yaw
angle changes vs. those due to wind speed changes, agents are given one more waiting
period, determined by the parameter power delay. During this period, the agent reads and
records its own power output. Once the period set by power delay is complete, the agent
averages together the readings that it has collected during the interval. This must be done
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for every turbine that either changes its yaw angle or has just received a change in wake
conditions caused by an upstream, neighboring turbine yaw. More details about this process
can be found in Appendix A. This process allows the agents to accurately update their Q-
tables with new information. With this in place, we can now describe how the agents use
their Q-tables to choose yaw angles.
4.2.3 Q-LUT and Incremental Comparison
Section 3.4.3 described how a “ramping” technique was used to quickly move a turbine
to a desired setpoint. Whenever the agent detected a change in the wind field, the agent
would make use of a “most-visited” search to determine which yaw angle it had spent the
most time in for those sets of wind conditions. This was accomplished via the table n (Si,t)
which kept track of how often a state, represented by the set Si,t of state indices, had been
visited. This approach has a substantial limitation in that it is very easy to overfit to the
model.
“Overfitting” is a phenomenon that presents itself often in applications in which a rule
must be learned from training data, particularly in machine learning (of which RL is a
subset). The term refers to the learned rule failing to generalize itself and instead too
closely following the training data. Because the training data is not always representative
of every data point that the system will experience, it will be ill-prepared to react to data
outside of its own narrow training experience. In the context of this thesis, an agent overfits
when the control law that it learns from the standard, steady-state FLORIS model (gradient
approximation) is not able to adapt itself to the subsequent field environment and instead
relies almost exclusively on its steady-state training data. Since the model may not match
the real farm conditions, as was shown in Section 3.4.2, if the agent cannot adapt to model
mismatch it will not be able to increase power capture. If the “most-visited” algorithm
were used, for an agent to learn a different setpoint from the training to the field phases the
turbine would have to spend more time at the new setpoint than it did at the old one. This
is problematic when unpredictable wind patterns are factored in and the turbine does not
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spend a particularly long time at any given wind speed, and so it could potentially take a
very long time to overcome model mismatch.
To mitigate overfitting, the Q-LUT acquisition process is modified. The Q-table, as
described in Section 4.2.1, is a tabular mapping of state-action pairs to an approximated
value. This means that, for a given state si,t, the agent’s “opinion” about which action is
best to take is determined by Equation 4.2:
α∗si,t = argmax
αi
(Q (si,t, αi)) (4.2)
with α∗si,t representing the optimal action to take in state si,t. As the agent takes actions and
receives rewards, Q(s, α) is gradually filled in with information about the wind farm. When
a turbine therefore needs to determine a setpoint, it can iteratively step through the Q-table,
moving up or down through the yaw angle state space according to which action has the
highest value. This process will be referred to as “incremental comparison.” In a perfectly
noiseless environment (such as the steady-state environment that the gradient is trained in),
the ideal setpoint could be selected as the state si with the lowest sum Q(si, α0)+Q(si, α1).
The reason that this is a good choice for the setpoint is that, when this sum is most negative,
the agent has determined that either increasing or decreasing while in this state is a bad
decision, meaning that the state is at a maximum. In Figure 4.2, this state is achieved at
s27. However, in the presence of noise, the best criteria to use in practice is the first state
in which the decrease action α0 has a larger value than α1. This is more in line with the
procedure described in [15] and seems to be more immune to noise. Because the Q-LUT
generation procedure only considers the differences between the “increase” and “decrease”
actions, and there is no need for this third option to evaluate the yaw angle setpoints, the
“stay” option is no longer necessary.
When the agents are moved into the field to begin learning, there is one additional
consideration to take into account regarding the Q-LUT reading procedure. As will be
discussed in Section 4.3.1, not all reward signals that will be returned from the environment
will be correct. This addition of noise poses a problem for a tabular approach such as
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this, as the simple incremental comparison could stop prematurely at the incorrect bin.
Theoretically, the Q-Learning update equation given in Equation 3.1 should converge if given
a suitable period of time [33]. However, because this convergence time might be infeasible
due to the wake delay and power filtering accommodations, we must be able to work with
Q-table values that have not completely converged. We therefore use a Gaussian blur to
approximate the properties of a continuous function using the Q-table. A Gaussian blur is
a common image processing technique that is used to reduce the effect of sharp edges by
convolving a Gaussian kernel with the pixels that make up an image, effectively making it a
visual low-pass filter. In our application, we use the Gaussian filter to smooth out the noisy
value approximation, treating each state-action pair as a “pixel” with which to convolve the
kernel. Because the Q-table for a given wind field state is two-dimensional, the filter could
be implemented in two dimensions as well. However, we only convolve “down” the Q-table
so as to maintain the distinction between the two actions for the incremental comparison
algorithm. We here use the Gaussian filter package provided by scikit-learn [45]. An example
of an unfiltered vs filtered Q-table is shown in Figure 4.7, where the blurred case would be
expected to result in smoother progress toward the optimal setpoint.
4.2.4 Gradient Approximation with Reinforcement Learning and Incremental
Comparison
The procedures described up to this point as well as in Chapter 3 can finally be com-
bined into one, over-arching framework, referred to as the Gradient Approximation with
Reinforcement Learning and Incremental Comparison (GARLIC) algorithm. The GARLIC
framework encapsulates the wind farm power maximization process succinctly into a series
of simple steps. First, wind turbines are trained offline using a simple steady-state model
such as FLORIS, supplying the necessary stepwise-constant wind conditions and wind tur-
bine coordination to achieve coordination. Next, having thus assembled a “good-enough”
approximation of each turbine’s Q-table, the agents are moved to the field, where they use
the filtering and locking mechanisms discussed in Section 4.2.2 to determine accurate reward
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Figure 4.7: Example of the Gaussian blur applied to a Q-table. The optimal setpoint that
is determined after blurring is sensitive to a number of parameters, which will be discussed
in Section 4.3.4.
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signals from the environment and to modify the Q-table approximation returned by the gra-
dient. Finally, the incremental comparison procedure from Section 4.2.3 is used to choose
wind turbine setpoints once the learning period has concluded.
The important advantage that GARLIC offers is a basic level of reliability. As will be
shown, even when the agent does not learn in the field at all, the gradient approximation
is able to match performance with the standard FLORIS optimization, which has already
been shown to be an effective control algorithm [10]. However, when the RL agent is allowed
to learn using the modifications described in Section 4.2.2, additional power gain can be
discovered, as will be shown in Section 4.3.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Impact of Parameter Tuning
Because of the addition of the filtering windows to the algorithm, GARLIC will necessarily
take a longer time to converge than the stepwise constant algorithm described in Chapter 3.
However, because the wind inflow is now turbulent, a longer filtering period for the power
averaging results in less noise in the reward signal, which means the agent receives more
accurate information. This trade-off creates a spectrum of design choices. On one side of
this spectrum the agent has a very short filtering window but updates its Q-table very quickly,
“flooding” the Q-table with lots of data that may or may not be accurate. At the other side
of the spectrum, the agent has a very long filtering window, allowing it to have a more
accurate calculation of its own reward signal, but converging far slower and, crucially, being
more likely to experience variations in the mean wind speed during the filtering window. In
this thesis we design the algorithm so as to use a shorter filtering window. The primary
reason behind this decision is wind turbulence. The amount of time that the wind needs to
maintain a constant mean for for the algorithm to correctly work is directly related to the
size of the filtering window for the power averaging (Section 4.2.2).
Another advantage of a shorter filtering window is that the intent of the algorithm here
is to quickly step up and down through the action space while gradually assembling a model
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of the environment, in contrast to other data-driven approaches such as those of [18] and [19]
that rely on searching out optimal setpoints, yawing to them, and then evaluating at that
point. As a result, no single measurement is intended to provide a full model of the value
function at that point, and so it is acceptable if some measurements are noisy. Additionally,
the Q-learning algorithm already has stochasticity included in its update equation, as one
of the typical characteristics of a Markov Decision Process is that the reward function is
stochastic [33]. To therefore impose the restriction that all measurements must be completely
noiseless and deterministic would be irrelevant. An empirical demonstration of the window
length/accuracy tradeoff is shown in Figure 4.8. Filter windows in the 1-100 length resulted in
approximately 50%-60% accuracy, while those of length 500 or 1000 achieved 100% accuracy
in calculating the reward. It is difficult to determine which accuracy is good enough for the
purposes of power maximization. However, as will be shown in Section 4.3, a window of
length 100 is able to produce maximization results despite the relatively low accuracy. It
should be noted that this experiment provides a good demonstration of the stochasticity of
the reward signal, as it shows the percentage of reward signals that are returned correctly.
Another performance consideration is the yaw angle step size, or the ∆γ parameter in
Equation 3.2. A larger change in the yaw angle would result in a larger change in power
at the downwind turbines, which would mitigate the impacts of noise. However, a larger
yaw step also decreases the resolution of the controller, which increases the probability that
the actual optimal yaw setpoint lies somewhere between two yaw steps. Additionally, larger
yaw angle step sizes begin to invalidate physical system limitations. Since turbines yaw
at fairly slow rates of less than 1◦ per second, assuming that a turbine can traverse large
angular distances in one time step begins to become unrealistic as the step size increases.
Figure 4.9 compares the probability of receiving the correct reward between two different
yaw step sizes, drawing from the simple empirical experiment used to generate Figure 4.8
and a similar experiment with a yaw size of 2◦.
In the following results, we will be using a step size of either 1◦ or 2◦.
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Figure 4.8: The probability of receiving a correct reward with a step size of 1◦. These values
were obtained empirically by running a simulation with 8 m/s average wind speed and 5%
TI. The first half of the simulation was run with all turbines at 0◦, while the second half of
the simulation yawed the upwind turbine (Turbine 0) to 1◦. Then, using the resulting power
data, various subsets of time in each half of the simulation were averaged using the desired
filter window. The number of occurrences in which the averaged power after the upwind
turbine yawed was greater than the averaged power before the upwind turbine yawed was
divided by the total number of test cases to obtain an empirical average.
Figure 4.9: Comparison of the probability of receiving a correct reward signal between two
different yaw step size. The bar graph on the left represents a yaw step size of 1◦ while
the bar graph on the right represents a yaw step size of 2◦. Both datasets were obtained
as described in Figure 4.8, with different yaw steps for the upwind turbine. Although the
two graphs are relatively similar, in general the step size of 2◦ yields a higher percentage of
correct reward for a given filter window size, as expected.
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4.3.2 Metric and Test Bench
Before presenting the results of GARLIC relative to the static FLORIS LUT presented
as the baseline controller in Section 3.1.1, we first describe the test environment and the
metric that is used to compare the two algorithms. GARLIC could be said to operate in two
“modes”:
1. Simple LUT mode, in which GARLIC observes the state and yaws to the setpoint
it determines from running the incremental comparison procedure with its Q-table.
There is no learning involved in this mode, and as such the behavior is the same as the
static FLORIS LUT, although the two controllers might select different yaw setpoints.
2. Active learning mode, in which agents stochastically select actions and evaluate re-
wards in the hopes of discovering additional power gains over the static algorithm. In
this mode, GARLIC attempts to augment the Q-table learned by the gradient approx-
imation to choose more optimal setpoints.
To compare the algorithms, we first allow the GARLIC agents to learn for a set period
of time. Then, the Q-tables learned during this phase (Mode 2) are used to compare the
performance head-to-head with the static LUT (Mode 1). During this comparison, turbines
yaw directly to their chosen setpoint, and do not engage in any learning. To evaluate the
algorithms, we use total farm energy capture, or the sum of the power outputs of the farm
during this comparison period. This “test bench” therefore allows us to compare what the
performance of the two algorithms would be in the long-term, once the transients of the
learning phase settle down.
4.3.3 GARLIC for Error Correction in Turbulent Wind
The GARLIC algorithm is first tested in a relatively simple wind environment but in
the presence of a fault. In this case, the wind inflow is a constant 8 m/s mean wind speed
with 5% turbulence intensity, the same conditions that generated Figure 4.1. However, a 5◦
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yaw offset error was also introduced to the simulation. As in Section 3.4.2, this means that
the state observation that an agent makes records is actually 5◦ higher than the true yaw
angle. Two sets of agents were trained and then allowed to learn. One set used a yaw step
size of 1◦, while the other set used a yaw step size of 2◦. Each set of agents was given a
period of 100,000 seconds to learn in the yaw-errored environment (Mode 2). This is again
an unrealistic amount of time for wind conditions to maintain a constant mean, but it should
be noted that the training conditions were turbulent, demonstrating a much greater degree
of realism than in Section 3.4.2. Then, the newly-trained agents were placed into the test
bench (Mode 1) and the energy capture during a 10,000 second simulation at the same wind
conditions (8 m/s mean, 5% TI) was compared with the steady-state LUT. The window
size for both bin counting and power averaging was 100 seconds. The results are shown in
Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: Comparison of energy capture across three different simulations. These energy
capture levels are taken by summing the farm power output over a period of 10,000 seconds.
Figure 4.11 shows the yaw angle setpoints for the three different methods having results
shown in Figure 4.10. As shown in the plots, the 5◦ offset error causes the steady-state LUT
to select yaw angles of approximately −5◦, 20◦, and 20◦, while the true optimal values are
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0◦, 25◦, and 25◦. The dynamic algorithm with either 1◦ or 2◦ yaw step size was able to
successfully adjust the yaw angles upward toward the optimal error-free value, which is why
they are able to capture more energy.
Figure 4.11: Yaw angles for the steady LUT and dynamic LUTs (LUTs generated using
GARLIC) in a constant-mean environment. The two dynamic LUTs are using yaw step
sizes of 1◦ and 2◦, respectively. The differences in the dynamic LUT setpoints are most
likely due to the differences in the resolution of the two algorithms.
4.3.4 Ramping and Non-Continuous Learning
Even with the inclusion of turbulence, the wind profiles considered in Section 4.3.3 are still
unrealistic in that they presume wind conditions that maintain a constant mean for extended
periods of time. It would be more accurate to model changes in both the instantaneous wind
speed (as is the case of the turbulent wind conditions) and changes in the mean wind speed.
However, a changing mean wind speed poses an additional problem. Since the optimal yaw
setpoint is a function of wind conditions, a change in mean wind speed causes the resulting
yaw position to be suboptimal, especially since yaw rate is limited on modern turbines. Thus,
the stochastic action selection method that turbines use to explore is inefficient when the
objective is to get to a yaw angle setpoint as quickly as possible, and the addition of the
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filtering and locking windows makes this process even slower. By the time a turbine had
completed its tracking of a wind speed change, the wind would have most likely changed
again.
To mitigate this inefficiency, the “ramping” procedure described in Section 3.4.3 can
be used, meaning that a turbine would detect a wind change, ramp to the new setpoint
determined by incremental comparison, and then continue learning from there. However,
this mitigation technique adds a degree of overhead, as the turbines are not able to engage
in any learning while yawing to a new setpoint, and so more frequent wind speed variations
result in a smaller percentage of time spent learning. Taken together, this means that in
varying wind speeds, turbines learn very slowly, and are often interrupted in their learning
process. Because of this, the incremental comparison algorithm can at times select incorrect
setpoints if the Q-table convergence is incomplete at the time of selection, which is often
the case when training is interrupted frequently by changing mean wind speeds. Table 4.3
describes a brief sensitivity analysis of three different simulation parameters as well as that
parameter’s impact on the algorithm.
4.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we showed that the delayed RL algorithm described in Chapter 3 could
be successfully modified to run in a turbulent environment and the challenges (summarized
in Table 4.1) that such an environment poses. We first described how the turbulent wind
inflow is simulated using turbulence intensity and mean wind speed. Next, we described
how the fast gradient training method described in Section 3.2.3 could be used to quickly
train multiple discrete state bins to accelerate the learning process in the field. Then, we
described how it is possible to filter noise caused by turbulence out of the agent’s state and
reward observations by using, respectively, a “bin counting” technique and a simple averaging
window. Finally, we demonstrated how the algorithm complete with both a gradient training
phase and an accompanying learning phase could successfully adapt to a turbine offset error
in the field to increase energy capture. In order to make use of the Q-table generated by the
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Table 4.3: Summary of tradeoffs: Parameter and method sensitivity.
Parameter Comments
Length of power averaging
window
Longer power averaging windows result in more accurate re-
ward signals. As a result, longer power averaging windows
mean the Q-table is more accurate and the agent is less likely
to choose the incorrect setpoint based on a corrupted Q-table




A larger standard deviation results in a smoother Q-table.
However, this can result in relative differences between actions
α0 and α1 being de-emphasized, which in turn could lead the
agent to select the incorrect setpoint.
Q-LUT Method Different Q-LUT selection methods are susceptible to different
errors. For instance, the “first swap” method can result in
picking a setpoint that is too low when no swap occurs in
the Q-table, as the method defaults to the first entry in the
yaw angle state space if no swap is found. In the case of
the “lowest sum” method, agents often overshoot the optimal
setpoint and select a yaw angle at the high end of the Q-table
where less information is known, since the sums of the two
actions tend to be smaller due to fewer reward signals having
been obtained.
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preceding training and learning periods offline and in the field, we applied a Gaussian blur
to the final Q-table with which it was then possible to determine a yaw setpoint. Together,
these steps form the GARLIC algorithm, which provides a succinct framework for realistic
wind farm power maximization.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis has investigated the feasibility of using reinforcement learning to achieve
wind farm power maximization through yaw misalignment. This is a difficult problem due
to many factors: complicated physics that are difficult to model, poor controllability and
observability, substantial time delays, and highly-variable disturbance signals (wind speed
and direction) to name a few. The thesis has made three main contributions toward this
problem:
• Updating NREL’s control-oriented wind farm model FLORIS to enable wake propa-
gation between wind turbines for “dynamic” simulations (Chapter 2)
• Development of a distributed, time-delayed RL algorithm demonstrating that RL has
the potential to increase wind farm energy capture (Chapter 3), and
• Further augmentation to the FLORIS software and RL algorithms to allow for more
realistic wind speed conditions, including exploration of parameter impacts (Chapter 4)
In Chapter 2, we introduced a modified version of NREL’s FLORIS software package
intended to approximate dynamic wake propagation effects. This environment was in turn
used to verify the performance of the RL algorithm. This software update has already been
used in [20], [17], and [23] and is planned for release as part of NREL’s FLORIS package.
The new “quasi-dynamic” environment uses Taylor’s frozen wake hypothesis estimate the
propagation time of wake effects in the wind farm.
In Chapter 3, we described a preliminary, distributed algorithm that served as a proof-
of-concept for applying RL to wind farm control. This initial algorithm showed how RL
might be applied in an environment in which actions experience delayed reward signals.
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This chapter described the “locking” procedure that is used to correctly assign rewards to
actions, and also tested and compared multiple algorithm configurations. The results from
Chapter 3 demonstrated that RL is indeed a feasible optimization choice, albeit requiring
very unrealistic wind conditions. These results are in review for publication in [20].
To address the unrealistic conditions necessitated in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 described the
newly developed GARLIC algorithm as well as a procedure to handle turbulent wind inflows,
thus providing an example of the algorithm achieving power maximization in a relatively
realistic environment. The GARLIC framework was created using results from Chapter 3
and incorporating additional modifications to handle turbulence.
5.1 Future Research Directions
Even with the introduction of more realistic wind speeds in Chapter 4, there are still
multiple avenues of future work building upon the concepts developed in this thesis. Perhaps
most important is the issue of parameter tuning. There are many different parameters
to tune, such as the yaw step size ∆γ, the filter window, the learning rate lt, and even
other values not discussed in detail in Chapter 4, such as the discount factor mentioned in
Equation 3.1. As was discussed in Section 4.3.1 and Section 4.2.1, these parameters can
have a substantial impact on the results. Although not a parameter, the algorithm could
also be tested more thoroughly by increasing the turbulence intensity. 5% is a relatively
low turbulence intensity for onshore turbines [41], and the agents would probably experience
more varied wind conditions in the field.
Another important area of future work is in moving to a continuous function approxi-
mation, such as a neural network, in place of a discrete Q-table. [17] performs centralized
automatic generation control of a wind farm using Q-Learning and a neural network, demon-
strating that wind farm control tasks are possible using such continuous function approxi-
mations. This would eliminate many of the problems that the Gaussian blur discussed in
Section 4.2.3 partially solved. The continuous function approximation would, however, intro-
duce even more tunable parameters, such as number of hidden layers, activation functions,
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etc.
Additionally, “edge cases” in the algorithm, such as conditions with changing mean wind
speeds, could be investigated further to more efficiently avoid the reward being assigned to
the wrong state. The approach taken here is still relatively “conservative” in that turbines
are locked until it is certain that they are safe to move without interrupting a different
turbine’s optimization. These conditions could most likely be relaxed. This is important, as
even the most realistic wind case tested here (varying mean wind speed, but constant within
an interval as well as constant turbulence intensity) is still of limited realism for onshore
wind farms, though slightly more realistic for offshore. With a more varying mean wind
speed, it would become more crucial to handle the cases in which a turbine must track the
changing mean.
Finally, it would be important to adapt the algorithm to changing wind directions. Wind
direction is a very large factor in yaw misalignment control, and must be accounted for as well.
While in this thesis we dealt almost exclusively with wind speed due to the ease of simulation
and neighborhood calculation, future work might extend the state space to incorporate
wind direction. This would bring with it the additional set of challenges involved with
keeping track of neighborhoods, as a turbine’s neighborhood changes as the wind direction
shifts. Additionally, the model becomes slightly more complex, since calculations involving
Taylor’s frozen wake hypothesis typically require a streamwise distance between turbines to
be computed, which changes with the wind direction.
Although the wind conditions simulated in this thesis still do not completely represent
the real world, the GARLIC algorithm proposed here shows that RL can be effective, even
in turbulent conditions, at maximizing wind farm power output. The results presented
here indicate that, when applied correctly, RL shows potential to be used as a distributed,
adaptive wind farm controller that can overcome model mismatch with the environment.
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Section 4.2.2 introduced the concept of power averaging in order to achieve an accurate
reward signal. While these additions complicate the algorithm, they can be understood as
an extension of Algorithm 1 that was introduced in Chapter 3, as well as in [21]. This new
process is detailed in Algorithm 2. It should be noted that, contrary to Algorithm 1 in
Section 3.3.1, Algorithm 2 introduces a new flag variable completed propagation to signify
the completion of a wake propagation interval, and the flag completed action, which was
used to signify the completion of the wake propagation interval in Algorithm 1, is now
redefined to signify the completion of the power averaging interval. Also, the definition
of the term “locked” has been expanded to encompass both of the windows mentioned
in Section 4.2.2: wake delay and power delay. Using this new “locking” definition, a
turbine is locked if any of the three parameters are non-zero. Finally, we allow a flag
variable to have three states in this algorithm: unset, True, and False. If completed action
or completed propagation are unset, then the agent is not waiting for a wake delay to
propagate or a power filtering window to complete. If either are False, this signifies that the
agent is indeed waiting for either a wake to propagate or the power averaging window to run
to completion (or both), and should be locked.
The wind speed bin counting routine mentioned in Section 4.2.2 is not displayed in
Algorithm 2, as this process takes place constantly in the background of the simulation, as
opposed to being precipitated by a specific event.
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Algorithm 2 The updated locking/filtering algorithm for turbine i. This algorithm runs
simultaneously for all turbines in the farm.
1: if i and j ∀ j ∈ N (i) are unlocked then
2: select action
3: calculate wake delay for turbines in neighborhood and set wake delay for i
4: set wake delay ∀ j ∈ N (i)
5: set completed action and completed propagation flags to be False for i
6: set power delay for i
7: end if
8:
9: if i wake delay reaches 0 and i completed propagation is False then
10: set completed propagation to be True for i
11: end if
12: if i wake delay reaches 0 and i completed propagation is unset then
13: set completed action to be False for i
14: set power delay for i
15: end if
16: if i power delay reaches 0 and i completed action is False then
17: set completed action to be True for i
18: end if
19:
20: if turbine i completed propagation and i and j ∀ j ∈ N (i) are unlocked then
21: calculate reward function and reward signal
22: update Q-table





Co-author permissions for the use of material from [21] in Chapter 1, Chapter 2, and
Chapter 3 can be found in the supplemental file.
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